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To all, whon, it may concern:
Beit known that I, FRANK E. MOSS, a citi
Zen of the United States, residing at College
Corner, in the county of Preble and State of
5 Ohio, have invented a certain new and useful
Puzzle; and I do declare the following to be
a full, clear, and exact description of the in
vention, such as will enable other's skilled in
the art to which it appertains to make and
i O use the same, reference being had to the ac
companying drawings, and to the letters of
reference marked thereon, which form a part
of this specification.
My invention relates particularly to the
class of puzzles in which blocks are placed
upon a board and the puzzle solved by slid
ing the blocks to their proper positions.
One object is to provide a very entertain
ing and interesting puzzle of simple and cheap
construction, while at the same time requir
ing considerable patience and skill in solving,
and thereby offering an incentive to the cul
tivation of patience and perseverance and
the exercise of the mind in healthful pastime.
A further object is to provide a puzzle of
this character which may be suitably em
ployed for advertising purposes and which
might thereby reach many who may not oth
erwise be disposed to specially seek such in
3O nocent means of a musement.
The invention consists in a receptacle com
prising a square walled inclosure for support
ing a series of sliding blocks and defining the
limits in which the blocks may be moved and
a series of blocks consisting of six square
blocks and four oblong rectangular blocks,
each equal in Superficial area to two of the
square blocks, the top of the wall or ledge
and the upper faces of the blocks being suit
ably marked or identified, so as to indicate
their proper relative positions when in use.
Referring to the drawings, Figure 1 repre
sents a plan view of my invention, illustrat
ing the movable blocks in suitable positions
45 for beginning to Solve the puzzle; Fig. 2, a
plan view showing the blocks in the positions
they should occupy when the puzzle shall
have been solved; Fig. 3, a perspective view
of the puzzle - board or receptacle for the
blocks; Fig. 4, a perspective view of one of
the square blocks; Eig. 5, a perspective view

of one of the oblong blocks, and Fig. 6 a ver

tical
transverse sectional view of the board.
Similar letters of reference in the several

figures of the drawings designate like parts. 55
In construction I provide a board A, hav
ing a plane upper surface of Suitable area and
any
desired vertical
theupper
plan sur
be
ing preferably
square.thickness,
Upon the
face of the board I attach a substantially con ??
tinuous ledge B, forming a Wall rising above
the upper surface of the board, the inner or
opposing faces of the ledge being designed to
inclose a square space or field upon the board,
the ledge thus comprising four straight sec
tions, as at a b d e, joined at their ends. The
outer sides of the ledges may be either straight
or formed in any fanciful designs, as may
also the edges of the board. The upper sur
faces of the several sections of the ledge are 7 ?
suitably marked, preferably by the use of
colors, so that each section is distinguished
from the others. The board and the ledge
may be composed of any suitable material,
as wood or thick paper or strawboard, “tar 75
board,' or the like. In the drawings the va
rious colors are represented by different
styles of surface lining or shading.
The blocks C D E F and L N are each
square in plan and substantially equal in
area to one-sixteenth of the area of the space
inclosed by the ledge B; but in order to per
mit the blocks to slide about they are in prac
tice slightly smaller than the proportions
mentioned. The blocks G H I J are each
equal in superficial area to two of the square
blocks and are oblong and rectangular, hav
ing a length equal to two of the square blocks
and a width one-half that of the length. Pref
erably the blocks are as thick vertically as the
ledge. The oblong blocks are each marked
differently from the others of like size, and
the square blocks each have marks distin
guishing one from the others. The two
square blocks LN may be alike, but are 95
marked differently from all the others. When
colors are employed for marking, the upper
surfaces of one section of the ledge, one ob
long block, and one-half of each of two square
blocks, divided diagonally, should all be in IOO
one color, as indicated by O., Fig. 2, the color
on the blocks matching in continuity that on
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the ledge.

Likewise another oblong and quiring fourteen moves to accomplish the de

parts of two square blocks should all have
one color differing from the others, as indi
cated by b, another oblong and parts of two
square blocks, as indicated by d, should have
one color differing from the others, and the
remaining oblong block and parts of two of
the square blocks should all have one color
distinct
from the others, as indicated by e.
O The color-lines should be planned, as shown
in Fig. 2, so that each corner-block, as C,
has two colors, each corresponding to the
colors on the adjacent two sections of the
ledge. The four square corner-blocks and
the four oblong blocks are thus arranged so
as to together extend continuously about the
inner sides of the ledge, leaving a space at
the center of the board equal to the area of
four of the square blocks, and in this space
the two distinct blocks L N are placed as
movable obstructions, they being preferably
provided with some mark readily distinguish
able from all the others, preferably on a plain
white ground.
In practical use the board is placed in a
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horizontal position and the blocks may be
placed upon the board as shown in Fig. 1,
except that the two blocks L and N may be
anywhere in the central space, or the other
blocks may be otherwise mixed, so that the
colors thereon shall not match with nor ad
join the colors on the ledge. Then the blocks
are to be moved about in lines parallel to the
ledge-sections without taking any block from
the board until all the respective colors shall
adjoin and match the colors or marks on the
ledge-sections, as shown in Fig. 2, usually re

sired result. Then, if desired, the blocks may

be again moved until they assume the positions
shown in Fig. 1, or unmatched, in each case,
when the puzzle shall have been solved, the
blocks L and N remaining in the central
Space.
?
The blocks may be composed of any suit
able material-such as Wood or fibrous mate
rial pressed into form-or may be cut from
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such as strawboard or the like.

Having thus described my invention, what

I claim, and desire to secure by Letters Pat
ent, is
A puzzle comprising a plane-surface recep
tacle having a square-field diagram inclosed
by a raised ledge divided into sections by
four distinct colors or markings on the upper 55
surface thereof, four blocks each square in
plan and having a surface area equal to one
sixteenth of the area of the square-field dia
gram and having double distinctive colors or
markings thereon, four blocks each oblong ??
rectangular in plan and having double the
surface area of one of the square blocks and
distinctive colors or markings thereon, and
two blocks each square in plan and having a
surface area equal to that of one of the first
described blocks and colored or marked dis
tinctively from the other square and oblong
blocks described, substantially as set forth.
In testimony whereof I affix my signature
in presence of two witnesses.
FRANK E. MOSS.

Witnesses: .

C. W. GEORGE,

LUCY DOUGLAS.

